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ABSTRACT Regional precipitation recycling is the measure of the contribution of local evaporation E to
local precipitation. This study provides a set of two methods developed in the Weather Research and Fore-
casting WRF model system for investigating regional precipitation recycling mechanisms: (1) tracking of
tagged atmospheric water species originating from evaporation in a source region, ie E-tagging, and (2)
three-dimensional budgets of total and tagged atmospheric water species. These methods are used to
quantify the effect of return flow and nonwell vertical mixing neglected in the computation of the bulk pre-
cipitation recycling ratio. The developed algorithms are applied to a WRF simulation of the West African
Monsoon 2003. The simulated region is characterized by vertical wind shear condition, i.e., southwesterlies
in the low levels and easterlies in the mid-levels, which favors return flow and nonwell vertical mixing.
Regional precipitation recycling is investigated in 100 3 100 and 1000 3 1000 km2 areas. A prerequisite
condition for evaporated water to contribute to the precipitation process in both areas is that it is lifted to
the mid-levels where hydrometeors are produced. In the 100 3 100 (1000 3 1000) km2 area the bulk pre-
cipitation recycling ratio is 0.9 (7.3) %. Our budget analysis reveals that return flow and nonwell vertically
mixed outflow increase this value by about 10.2 (2.9) and 10.2 (1.6) %, respectively, thus strengthening the
well-known scale-dependency of regional precipitation recycling.

1. Introduction

The concept of regional precipitation recycling, i.e., measure of the contribution of local evaporation E to
local precipitation [Van der Ent and Savenije, 2011], aims at studying the atmospheric branch of the water
cycle [Eltahir and Bras, 1996]. It has been extensively used for quantifying the dependency of local climate
on the land surface [e.g., Brubaker et al., 1993; Eltahir and Bras, 1996; Dirmeyer and Brubaker, 1999; Trenberth,
1999; Bosilovich and Schubert, 2001; Burde and Zangvil, 2001; Van der Ent et al., 2010; Goessling and Reick,
2011; Gimeno et al., 2012]. The knowledge of the relationship between local precipitation and land surface
characteristics would indeed be highly valuable for land use management in the context of climate change
[Savenije, 1995]. This is particularly relevant for regions threatened by droughts and characterized by a pri-
marily rainfed agriculture, such as West Africa [Nicholson, 2000].

As highlighted by Trenberth [1999] regional precipitation recycling depends greatly on the scale of the
domain under consideration and on the atmospheric circulation, so that at the 1000 3 1000 km2 scale gen-
erally less than 20% of the annual local precipitation typically comes from local E. Moreover, high regional
precipitation recycling is generally found where moisture transport is weak and precipitation is convective
[Bosilovich and Schubert, 2001; Bosilovich et al., 2003; Bosilovich and Chern, 2006; Dominguez et al., 2008;
Dominguez and Kumar, 2008; Bisselink and Dolman, 2008; Pathak et al., 2014; Rios-Entenza et al., 2014].

Druyan and Koster [1989] investigated the particular case of regional precipitation recycling in West Africa.
Using two different climatological data sets they initialized two global atmospheric simulations for the
month of July, one producing dry and the other wet conditions in this region. Tracking water vapor evapo-
rating from predefined areas online in the numerical simulation, i.e., a method known as E-tagging [Jous-
saume et al., 1986; Koster et al., 1986], Druyan and Koster [1989] found regional precipitation recycling ratios
of 30 and 15% in a 2000 3 2000 km2 West African area for the wet and dry cases, respectively. According to
Druyan and Koster [1989], however, differences in simulated West African precipitation between the two
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simulations were mainly caused
by the atmospheric circulation
favoring convergence of oce-
anic moisture over West Africa
in the wet case, but not in the
dry one.

In the West African region situ-
ated between the wet Guinean
Coast and the dry Saharan
desert, rainfall strongly influen-
ces the spatial distribution of
soil moisture and surface fluxes
[Taylor et al., 2007, 2011a],
which eventually affects subse-
quent precipitation events [e.g.,
Gantner and Kalthoff, 2010; Tay-
lor et al., 2011b]. Kunstmann
and Jung [2007] tested the

impact of reduced and increased soil moisture initial condition in a regional atmospheric simulation over
West Africa for a 1 month period in July–August 1998, with the Mesoscale Model MM5 [Grell et al., 1994].
The dependency of the so-called bulk precipitation recycling ratio bbulk from Sch€ar et al. [1999] to soil mois-
ture initial condition was investigated (for the definition of bbulk it is referred to section 3). bbulk appeared to
be an increasing function of this soil moisture initial condition, until a threshold after which it remained
almost constant. In the latter case, bbulk was around 6.7 and 12.5% for 1000 3 600 and 1600 3 1600 km2

areas, respectively.

bbulk is generally computed offline at a relatively low temporal resolution and relies on the hypothesis that
the atmospheric flow is two-dimensional. More particularly, this hypothesis implies that (1) moisture species
originating from inside and transported outside of the source area do not return back, i.e., no return flow,
(2) moisture species originating from E inside and outside the source area are well mixed [Sch€ar et al., 1999].
As shown by Goessling and Reick [2013] the hypothesis of well vertical mixing is however seldom met, espe-
cially when vertical wind shear is strong, leading to substantial error in evaluating regional precipitation
recycling with such a two-dimensional method.

In comparison to less computationally expensive offline methods, online E-tagging was recently considered
as one of the most suitable method to investigate regional precipitation recycling in regions characterized
by sharp vertical wind shear, such as West Africa [Van der Ent et al., 2013]. An E-tagging method was
recently implemented in MM5 by Knoche and Kunstmann [2013] and further developed by Wei et al. [2015].
Applying E-tagging in a simulation over West Africa for July–August 1998, Knoche and Kunstmann [2013]
tracked soil moisture evaporating from a 160 3 250 km2 area around Lake Volta until precipitation or trans-
port outside of the model domain. They found that evaporating water from Lake Volta was generally trans-
ported northeastward in the low levels by the oceanic monsoon flow, although convective processes
allowed some of this tagged water vapor to be lifted and then transported westward by the mid-level Afri-
can Easterly Jet (AEJ) before eventually precipitating in the source area. This mechanism is referred as the
atmospheric water pathway from Knoche and Kunstmann [2013] in the following analysis. It was finally
found that about 1.7% of the evaporated water in the source area locally recycled as precipitation.

The present study aims at further investigating atmospheric processes involved in regional precipitation
recycling, i.e., the atmospheric branch of the water cycle, in West Africa. The E-tagging method of Knoche
and Kunstmann [2013] is for the first time now implemented in the Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model [Skamarock and Klemp, 2008]. An online budget analysis of total and tagged atmospheric
water species adapted from Arnault [2013] is additionally implemented. These three-dimensional budgets
are subsequently used to derive an online version of the vertically integrated, i.e., bulk, atmospheric mois-
ture budget from Sch€ar et al. [1999], and quantify the contribution of three-dimensional atmospheric proc-
esses neglected in the computation of bbulk, i.e., return flow and nonwell vertical mixing.

Figure 1. Terrain elevation (m a.s.l.) of the 10 km-resolution WRF domain. The height scale
is given by the coloured bar to the right. The curved black lines delineate the West African
coast and the political boundaries. The black squares show the location of domain d (100
3 100 km2) and domain D (1000 3 1000 km2) discussed in the text.
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The West African Monsoon of the year 2003 is simulated for a domain covering West Africa and the sur-
rounding Atlantic Ocean (see the simulated WRF domain in Figure 1). Scale dependency of regional precipi-
tation recycling mechanisms is addressed by applying E-tagging and budget analyses to two source
regions, a 100 3 100 km2 area around (11.58N 1.58S) in the West African Sudanian region, referred as
domain d, and a 1000 3 1000 km2 area centered on domain d, referred as domain D (see Figure 1).

Section 2 presents our WRF setup and a validation of simulated precipitation and evaporation. Our quantita-
tive methods to analyze regional precipitation recycling mechanisms are detailed in section 3. Results for
domains d and D are provided in sections 4 and 5, respectively. A summary and conclusion is finally given
in section 6.

2. Modeled Case Study

2.1. Numerical Set-Up
The WRF model used in this study is based on the standard version 3.5.1 (available at: http://www2.mmm.
ucar.edu/wrf/users/downloads.html) upgraded with the online computation of E-tagging and budgets of
total and tagged atmospheric water species detailed in section 3. Our WRF simulation consists of one Mer-
cator projected domain at 10 km resolution (Figure 1) covering a sufficiently large area to the South (1.28S–
20.88N) and to the East (17.88W–13.88E), in order to resolve the oceanic monsoon flow and African Easterly
Wave disturbances, two important factors controlling West African monsoonal precipitation [Browne and
Sylla, 2012]. The vertical grid consists of 35 vertical levels up to 20 hPa (approximately 25 km), with a vertical
spacing stretched from 70 to 1000 m at the lowest and highest level, respectively. Radiative processes are
represented with the long and short-wave radiation schemes of Mlawer et al. [1997] and Dudhia [1989],
respectively. Microphysics is parameterized with the five-class liquid and ice hydrometeors scheme of Hong
et al. [2004]. The cumulus scheme has been switched off since the 10 km resolution appears to be high
enough to simulate West African precipitation characteristics comparable to that derived from satellite
observation [e.g., Marsham et al., 2013] (see section 3).

Horizontal subgrid transport of heat, moisture and momentum is determined with a horizontal first order
Smagorinsky closure, and the vertical subgrid transport of the same quantities is parameterized in the
whole atmospheric column with the scheme of Hong et al. [2006]. Surface exchange coefficients are com-
puted according to Chen and Zhang [2009] in order to take into account the effect of canopy height on
land-atmosphere exchanges. Surface heat and moisture fluxes are calculated with the Noah Land Surface
Model (LSM) predicting soil temperature and soil moisture in a 2 m-depth four-layer column and taking into
account vegetation effects [Chen and Dudhia, 2001]. Albedo, vegetation fraction and leaf area index (LAI)
are taken from satellite-derived climatology [Csiszar and Gutman, 1999; Gutman and Ignatov, 1998; Kumar
et al., 2014], whereas other land surface parameters are assigned for each land category from the moderate
resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) land cover map [Friedl et al., 2002].

The simulated WRF domain is forced with the 0.758-resolution ERA-interim reanalyzes [Dee et al., 2011] at
the initial time and every 6 h at the lateral boundaries. Model equations are integrated at a time step of
50 s. Model outputs containing usual atmospheric and surface variables, as well as the tagged water species
and the integrated terms of the budget equations presented in section 3, are saved at a 3 h interval. This
WRF setup is run two times for the wet season March–October 2003 with a 2 -month spin-up period, a first
time with domain d as source region for E-tagging, and a second time with domain D (see Figure 1). These
two simulations are identical, except for the tagged water species.

2.2. Model Versus Observation
Simulated precipitation P and evaporation E are compared here with observational data sets from the Tropi-
cal Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) [Huffman et al., 2007] and from the Model Tree Ensemble (MTE)
[Jung et al., 2009, 2010], respectively.

TRMM data set is a merged product from remote-sensing and in-situ measurements, available 3 hourly at
0.258 resolution for the simulated period from March to October 2003. It is a commonly used product for
evaluating West African precipitation [e.g., Nicholson et al., 2003; Browne and Sylla, 2012; Thiemig et al., 2012;
Marsham et al., 2013; Klein et al., 2015]. MTE data set is also a merged product, available monthly at 0.58
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resolution for the considered period. Timeseries of monthly P and E spatially averaged in domains d and D,
as well as histogram of daily P, are shown in Figure 2.

In domain d, monthly P from WRF is higher (lower) than that from TRMM in May, July, and August (in June,
September, and October) (Figure 2a), leading to a monthly root mean square error (RMSE) of 1.8 mm d21

and a difference between modeled and observed total P of 18.3%. In comparison, monthly E from WRF is
much closer to that from MTE (Figure 2b), with a monthly RMSE of 0.4 mm d21 and a difference between
modeled and observed total E of 22.8%. WRF- and observation-derived ratios between total E and total P
are 48 and 54%, respectively (Table 1). At the daily scale, the correlation coefficient between WRF and
TRMM P is 0.27. This is related to the fact that precipitation is mainly convective in West Africa, and that the
location of convective cells may not always be well captured by the model at the scale of domain d (i.e., 100
3 100 km2). WRF and TRMM histograms of daily P are on the other hand relatively close (Figure 3b), with a
clear overestimation of simulated high precipitation events, i.e., above 35 mm d21.

In domain D, WRF-derived monthly P is closer to that from TRMM (Figure 2d), with a monthly RMSE of
0.4 mm d21 and a difference in the total P of 14.5%. Monthly E from WRF and MTE are also relatively close
(Figure 2e), with a monthly RMSE of 0.2 mm d21 and a difference in the total E of 1 1.1% (Table 1). As com-
pared to domain d, E in domain D is lower, in relation with the fact that domain D includes a larger propor-
tion of dryer areas to the North, closer to the Saharan region (Figure 2d and Table 1). WRF- and
observation-derived ratios between total E and total P in domain D are on the other hand similar to that in
domain d (Table 1). Modeled and observed daily P in domain D are also closer, with a correlation coefficient
of 0.62 and relatively close histograms (Figure 3f).

It is concluded here that modeled P and E are reproduced reasonably and that our WRF simulation allows
to study P- and E-related processes like regional precipitation recycling mechanisms.

3. Quantitative Methods

3.1. Budget of Atmospheric Water Species
It is recalled that the WRF model [Skamarock and Klemp, 2008] resolves the nonhydrostatic compressible
equations of motion in their flux form using a terrain-following hydrostatic pressure (mass) vertical coordi-
nate g5(ph–pht)/(phs-pht)5(ph–pht)/l, where ph is the hydrostatic pressure, pht and phs are the hydrostatic
pressures at the top and surface of the model, respectively, and l5phs–pht represents the mass of the dry
air per unit area within the modeled atmospheric column. In our WRF setup microphysical processes are
explicitly resolved with the five-class liquid and ice hydrometeors microphysics scheme of Hong et al.
[2004]. The five prognostic variables of this scheme are the mixing ratio of water vapor qv, cloud droplet qc,
rain droplet qr, ice particles qi and snow particles qs. Considering qH as the sum of the mixing ratio of liquid
and ice hydrometeors, the flux-form microphysical equations resolved in our WRF setup can be written as

l � qvð Þt|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
a1

5 2 U � qvð Þx1 V � qvð Þy1 X � qvð Þg
h i

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
a2

1 l � FH
qv1FV

qv

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

a3

1 l � C|ffl{zffl}
a4

(1)

l � qHð Þt|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
b1

5 2 U � qHð Þx1 V � qHð Þy1 X � qHð Þg
h i

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
b2

1 l � FH
qH1FV

qH

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

b3

2l � C|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
b4

1 l � PH|fflffl{zfflffl}
b5

(2)

where u, v, w are the three-dimensional components of the wind; U5 l�u, V5 l�v and X5 l�(g�w- Ux�u-
Uy�v) are the contravariant components of the momentum in the coordinate system of the model (x, y, g);
subscripts x, y, g and t stand for the derivate operators in the three directions of this coordinate system and
the time derivate operator; U is the geopotential and g the acceleration of gravity; FH

qv , FH
qH, (FV

qv , FV
qH) are the

subgrid horizontal (vertical) transport terms; C stands for the phase changes between qv and qH; and PH is
the fallout of hydrometeors. In equation (1), the tendency of l�qv (a1) is equal to the sum of grid-resolved
horizontal and vertical transport of l�qv (a2), subgrid horizontal and vertical transport of l�qv (a3), and phase
change (a4). Evaporation E is considered as the subgrid vertical fluxes of qv at the lower boundary (see sub-
grid vertical transport scheme of Hong et al. [2006]), so that it is contained in the term FV

qv in equation (1). In
equation (2), the tendency of l�qH (b1) is equal to the sum of grid-resolved horizontal and vertical transport
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Figure 2. (a) Time-series of monthly precipitation P (mm d21) averaged in domain d (see Figure 1), derived from TRMM (black bars) and from WRF (grey bars). The x axis gives the time
from March to October 2003, and the y axis the precipitation amount. (b) As in Figure 2a, except for monthly evaporation E (mm d21) derived from MTE (black bars) and from WRF (grey
bars). (c) Histograms of daily P averaged in domain d derived from TRMM (black bars) and from WRF (grey bars). The x axis gives P bins in mm d21, and the y axis the number of days in
percentages. (d-f) As in Figures 2a–2c, except for domain D.
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of l�qH (b2), subgrid horizontal and verti-
cal transport of l�qH (b3), phase change
(b4), and hydrometeors fallout (b5).

Budgets of qv and qH can be imple-
mented online in WRF by integrating
equations (1) and (2) at the model time
step, using the same method developed
by Arnault [2013] for implementing the
budget of momentum in WRF. However,
qv and qH, as mixing ratios, do not give
the quantity of atmospheric water spe-
cies. Since this work also aims at comput-
ing online the bulk atmospheric moisture

budget from Sch€ar et al. [1999] (see section 3.2), the following equations are more particularly considered
for the budget implementation in WRF

dz � qvð Þt|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
c1

5 dz � qd � l21 � 2 U � qvð Þx2 V � qvð Þy1l � FH
qv

h i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

c2

1 dz � qd � l21 � 2 X � qvð Þg1lFV
qv

h i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

c3

1 dz � qd � C|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
c4

1residual
(3)

dz � qHð Þt|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
d1

5 dz � qd � l21 � 2 U � qHð Þx2 V � qHð Þy1l � FH
qH

h i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

d2

1 dz � qd � l21 � 2 X � qHð Þg1l � FV
qH

h i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

d3

2dz � qd � C|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
d4

1 dz � qd � PH|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
d5

1residual
(4)

Here dz is the height step for a given model level, qd the density of dry air, qv 5 qd�qv the density of water
vapor and qH 5 qd�qH the density of hydrometeors. Equations (3) and (4) have been obtained after multiply-
ing the right hand side terms of equations (1) and (2) by dz�qd/l, and replacing the left hand side terms, i.e.,
the tendency of l�qv and l�qH, by the tendency of dz�qv and dz�qH, respectively. Formally there appear addi-
tional tendencies in the left hand side terms of equations (3) and (4), i.e.,

dz � qv � l21 � lð Þt1qd
21 � qdð Þt

� �
and

dz � qH � l21 � lð Þt1qd
21 � qdð Þt

� �
;

respectively, which have been neglected. Also, the right hand side terms of equations (3) and (4) have been
rearranged in order to express the tendency (c1, d1) as the sum of horizontal transport (c2, d2), vertical
transport (c3, d3), phase change (c4, d4), and hydrometeors fallout (d5). A residual term appears in equa-
tions (3) and (4) since these equations are not strictly equivalent to equations (1) and (2), respectively, and
therefore not exactly closed in the WRF model. Terms of equations (3) and (4) are integrated online at the
time step of the model to provide a budget of atmospheric water vapor and hydrometeors.

3.2. Bulk Atmospheric Moisture Budget and Bulk Precipitation Recycling Ratio
Summing vertically the terms of equations (3) and (4) provides a budget comparable to that in Sch€ar et al.
[1999]. The grid-resolved horizontal transport terms in equations (3) and (4) are additionally decomposed in
west, east, south and north flux components, and integrated online with the other terms, in order to extract
the in- and outflow of atmospheric moisture. Considering a given domain (in our case domain d or D), tem-
poral variation of domain-averaged column-integrated atmospheric moisture W (deduced from the tend-
ency terms in equations (3) and (4)) can be compared with the sum of inflow I and outflow O of
atmospheric moisture (deduced from the decomposition of the grid-resolved horizontal transport terms in
equations (3) and (4)), evaporation E and precipitation P within the domain, as

Table 1. Total Precipitation and Evaporation Spatially Averaged in Domains
d and Da

Domain d Domain D

P 1157 mm, 1253 mm (18.3%) 968 mm, 1011 mm (14.5%)
E 624 mm, 606 mm (22.8%) 524 mm, 530 mm (11.1%)
E/P 54%, 48% 54%, 52%

a(Second row) Total precipitation P spatially averaged in domains d and
D shown in Figure 1 for the period March–October 2003, from the TRMM
data set (in bold) and from the WRF simulation (in italic). Difference (%)
between observed and modeled total P is given in parenthesis. (Third row)
As in the second line, except for evaporation E from the MTE data set (in
bold) and from the WRF simulation (in italic). (Fourth row) as in the second
line, except for the ratio between total E and total P (%) from the observatio-
nal data sets (in bold) and from the WRF simulation (in italic).
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dW
dt

5I2O1E2P1residual (5)

A residual term also appears in
equation (5) since this equation
is not strictly verified in the WRF
model (recalling equation (5) is
derived from equations (3) and
(4) which are also not strictly
verified in the WRF model).
Assuming (1) there is no return
flow of atmospheric moisture
originating from E inside the
domain, and (2) the two atmos-
pheric water fractions originat-
ing from E inside and outside of
the domain are well mixed in
the vertical [Sch€ar et al., 1999], a
so-called bulk precipitation
recycling ratio bbulk can be writ-
ten as

bbulk5
E

E1I
(6)

It is emphasized that sources of
errors in this online bulk
method are restricted to the
two assumptions of no return
flow and well vertical mixing,
and the residual term in equa-
tion (5). In the traditional offline
bulk method [e.g., Sch€ar et al.,
1999] the coarse temporal reso-
lution for the computation of
the budget is an additional
source of error in the evaluation
of bbulk.

3.3. Evaporation Tagging and
Tagged Precipitation
Recycling Ratio
E-tagging was firstly imple-
mented in a regional atmos-
pheric model by Sodemann
et al. [2009]. Their procedure
consisted in (1) initializing
regions of tagged evaporated
water, i.e., setting Etagged equal
to E inside the source region
and zero outside, (2) applying
the advection scheme on the
tagged water species, these last
ones being set to zero at the lat-
eral boundaries of the model
domain (no inflow of tagged

Figure 3. (a) Horizontal cross section at 1 km altitude of the WRF-derived ratio between
the density of tagged water vapor originating from E in domain d, i.e., qv_tagged_d, and the
density of total water vapor qv in % (colour) and horizontal winds in m s21 (arrows) aver-
aged between 1 July and 31 August 2003. The scale of qv_tagged_d/qv is given by the col-
oured bar on the right side and the wind scale by the arrow on the bottom right corner of
the panel. The black square shows the location of domain d. The straight black line (A-B)
gives the location of the vertical cross sections in Figure 4. (b) As in Figure 3a, except at
3 km altitude. (c) As in Figure 3a, except for the ratio between tagged precipitation origi-
nating from E in domain d, i.e., Ptagged_d, and total precipitation P.
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water species), and (3) computing tagged water phase changes as

Ca!b;tagged5Ca!b
qa;tagged

qa
(7)

where qa,tagged/qa is the fraction of tagged mass in the reservoir a (water vapor, liquid or solid water spe-
cies), Ca!b the mass transfer from reservoir a to reservoir b, and Ca!,tagged the tagged mass flux. Sodemann
et al. [2009] also added the following condition to avoid susceptible numerical errors in the advection
scheme due to high tagged water gradients.

0 � qa;tagged

qa
� 1 (8)

Knoche and Kunstmann [2013] elaborated a similar E-tagging method in MM5. In their case water phase
changes of tagged water species were implemented in the Mixed-Phase scheme from Reisner et al. [1998].
As our WRF setup uses a similar microphysical scheme [i.e., Hong et al., 2004], it was straightforward to
transfer the MM5 E-tagging method to our case. Also, in our WRF setup the E source of tagged water spe-
cies from a predefined source area (in our case domain d or D, see Figure 1) is implemented in the subgrid
vertical transport scheme of Hong et al. [2006] (term FV

qv in equation (1)).

Tagged water species, namely qv_tagged, qc_tagged, qr_tagged, qi_tagged, qs_tagged, verifying similar prognostic
equations as qv, qc, qr, qi and qs, a version of equations (3) and (4), replacing qv and qH by qv_tagged

5qdqv_tagged and qH_tagged 5 qd(qc_tagged 1 qr_tagged 1 qi_tagged 1 qs d_tagged), respectively, are implemented in
the code. In order to compare tagging results with that of the bulk method presented in section 3.2, we
define the so-called tagged precipitation ratio btagged as

btagged5
Ptagged

P
(9)

In the following, variables associated with water species originating from E in domain d (D), have the sub-
script tagged_d(D).

3.4. About the Validity of the Bulk Method
Recalling that Etagged is equal to E in the source region of tagged water species (in our case domain d or D)
and zero outside, the bulk budget equation of tagged atmospheric moisture for this region can be written
as

dWtagged

dt
5Itagged2Otagged1E2Ptagged1residual (10)

In equation (10), Wtagged, Itagged, Otagged and Ptagged give the contribution of tagged water species to the
terms W, I, O and P of equation (5), respectively. In case of no return flow, Itagged is equal to zero [e.g., Sch€ar
et al., 1999], whereas in case of well vertical mixing between total and tagged water species the ratios

bW 5
dWtagged

dW
;

bO5
Otagged

O

and

btagged5
Ptagged

P

are identical [e.g., Eltahir and Bras, 1996]. In this particular case, btagged is equal to bbulk5E/(E1I). In the gen-
eral case, defining

bI5
Itagged

I
;

we find that
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btagged5bbulk1 bI �
I

E1I

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

eI

1 btagged2bO

	 

� O

E1I

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

eO

1 btagged2bW

	 

� dW=dt

E1I

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

eW

1residual

(11)

In equation (11), btagged is the sum of bbulk and three additional terms related to return flow (eI) and nonwell
vertical mixing of the outflow and atmospheric moisture in the source region (eO and eW, respectively). As in
equations (5) and (10), a residual term also appears in equation (11) since this equation is not strictly verified
in the WRF model (recalling equation (11) is derived from equations (3) and (4) which are also not strictly
verified in the WRF model). Equation (11) allows quantifying the contribution of return flow and nonwell
vertical mixing to regional precipitation recycling, which is neglected in the bulk method.

4. Regional Precipitation Recycling Analysis at the 100 3 100 km2 Scale

4.1. Qualitative Analysis
Regional precipitation recycling mechanisms in the 100 3 100 km2 domain d (see Figure 1) are investigated
with the WRF simulation using domain d as source region for E-tagging. Figures 3a and 3b display the ratio
qv_tagged_d/qv at 1 and 3 km altitude, respectively, averaged for a 2 month period during the wet season, i.e.,
July–August 2003. During this period, domain d is characterized by southwesterlies in the low levels and
easterlies in the mid-levels, as in the case of Knoche and Kunstmann [2013]. Accordingly, the ratio
qv_tagged_d/qv is maximum to the Northeast (West) of domain d at 1 (3) km altitude (Figures 3a and 3b). As a
consequence of this vertical wind shear condition, tagged precipitation in July–August 2003 is largely falling
outside of domain d to the Northeast, slightly southwest of the maximum of qv_tagged_d/qv at 1 km altitude
(compare Figures 3a and 3c). Similar results have been obtained for the other months of the wet season
during April–October (not shown). In March, qv_tagged_d/qv at 1 km altitude displayed a maximum southwest
of domain d, in association with low-level northeasterly wind conditions prevailing at this time (not shown).

An example of convective transport of tagged water vapor from the source region in the low levels to the
mid- and upper troposphere is given in Figure 4. This figure displays vertical cross sections, along the line
(A-B) shown in Figure 3, of qv_tagged_d/qv and winds projected on the plan of the cross section for a 24 h
period from 7 July 2003 09 UTC. Evaporated water from domain d is lifted up to 3 km at 15 UTC (Figures 4a–
4c). During the afternoon, convection in the vicinity of domain d lifts tagged water vapor up to 14 km alti-
tude (Figures 4d–4f). The vertical column of tagged water vapor is subsequently sheared in association with
the wind shear condition occurring at that time (Figures 4g–4h). Such vertical lifting and shearing occurs at
a frequency of 1–4 days (see supporting information movie file displaying vertical cross sections of Figure 4
for the period July–August 2003).

4.2. Budget Analysis
Regional precipitation recycling mechanisms in domain d are quantified with the methods of section 3. In
particular, terms of the budgets of qv and qH from equations (3) and (4), respectively, are averaged horizon-
tally in domain d and visualized as 3 hourly time-height profiles for 1–10 July 2003 in Figures 5a–5d and Fig-
ures 6a–6e, respectively. The contribution of tagged water species originating from E in domain d, i.e.,
qv_tagged_d and qH_tagged_d, respectively, to the terms of the above budgets is shown in Figures 5e–5h and
Figures 6f–6j, respectively. The residual terms in these budgets are one to three orders of magnitude below
the terms displayed (not shown). The 10 day period 1–10 July has been chosen as a compromise between
the amount of data visualized and the readability of the results at the 3 hourly scale. Comparable results
have been obtained for the whole simulated wet season.

Terms in the budget of W (equation (6)) in domain d are visualized as daily time series in Figure 7a for the
period March–October 2003. The contribution of qv_tagged_d and qH_tagged_d to these terms (equation (10)) is
shown in Figure 7b. The residual terms in the budgets are also relatively small compared to the other terms
(see thick black lines in Figure 7). Daily and monthly time series of tagged and bulk precipitation recycling
ratios in domain d, bbulk_d (equation (6)) and btagged_d (equation (9)), respectively, as well as the additional
terms in equation (11) quantifying the effect of return flow (eI) and nonwell vertical mixing (eO and eW), are
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provided in Figure 8. The total contribution of these terms for the period March–October 2003 is given in
Table 2.
4.2.1. Water vapor and hydrometeors budget results
The time-height profiles of the tendencies of qv and qH are characterized by elongated vertical strips of pos-
itive and negative values in the whole troposphere, with a period of oscillation of 1–3 days (Figures 5a and
6a). This is the signature of modeled deep convective events occurring in domain d.

Figure 4. (a) Vertical cross section of the WRF-derived ratio between the density of tagged water vapor originating from E in domain d, i.e., qv_tagged_d, and the density of total water
vapor qv in % (colour) and winds projected on the plan of the cross section in m s21 (arrows), at the location indicated by line (A-B) in Figure 3 and at 09 UTC 1 August 2003. The horizon-
tal axis gives the horizontal coordinate in km and the vertical axis gives the altitude in km. The grey shade below the horizontal axis gives the location of domain d. The profile of the
West African continent is shaded in black. The scale of qv_tagged_d/qv is given by the coloured bar on the right side of the panel. The projected winds take into account the vertical velocity
and the scale is given by the arrows on the top right corner of the plot. (b–f) As in Figure 4a, except for consecutive times at a 3 h interval.
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Figure 5. (a–d) WRF-derived time-height diagrams of the terms of the daily budget of the density of water vapor qv (obtained by dividing equation (3) by dz) spatially averaged in
domain d: (a) tendency, (b) horizontal transport, (c) vertical transport, (d) phase change. The x- and y axis give the time from 00 UTC 1 July to 00 UTC 11 July 2003, and the average height
above the surface, respectively. (e-h) As in the left column, except for the terms of the budget of the density of tagged water vapour originating from E in domain d, i.e., qv_tagged_d, spa-
tially averaged in domain d. The tendency scale (mg m23 s21) is the same for all panels and is given by the coloured bar at the bottom of the figure.
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Figure 6. As in Figure 5, except for (a–e) the budget of the density of hydrometeors qH and (f–j) the density of tagged hydrometeors originating from E in domain d, i.e., qH_tagged_d

(obtained by dividing equation (4) by dz), spatially averaged in domain d.
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In the budget of qv (Figures 5a–
5d), the production of qH

(destruction of qv) through
water phase changes mainly
occurs above 2 km during these
deep convective events, as
shown by the elongated vertical
strips of negative values in the
phase change term (Figure 5d).
These negative elongated verti-
cal strips are counterbalanced
by positive and negative values
in the tendency term (compare
Figure 5a and Figure 5d), posi-
tive values in the horizontal
transport term up to 6–10 km,
negative above (compare Fig-
ure 5b and Figure 5d), and posi-
tive values in the vertical
transport term above 2 km
(compare Figure 5c and Figure
5d). This is coherent with the
fact that deep convective
updrafts are expected to trans-
port qv from mid- to upper lev-
els, while convectively-
enhanced low to mid-level
(mid- to upper level) conver-
gence (divergence) is expected
to partly sustain (hinder) the
accumulation of qv in the mid-
to upper levels, resulting in
temporal oscillations of qv.

In the budget of qH (Figures 6a–
6e), the hydrometeors fallout
term is generally negative (posi-
tive) in the mid-upper tropo-
sphere (lower troposphere) (see
Figure 6e). Positive fallout in the
lower troposphere is related to
a loss of qH through phase
change (compare Figures 5d
and 6d below 2 km), so that
more precipitation enters the
low levels than actually reaches
the surface. Negative fallout in
the mid-upper troposphere is
then related to the production
of qH through condensation/
deposition at these heights (see
Figures 5d and 6d above 2 km),
so that in each layer of the mid-
upper troposphere there is
always more qH precipitating at

Figure 7. (a) WRF-derived daily time series of the terms of the budget of vertically-
integrated atmospheric water W spatially averaged in domain d (equation (5)). The x axis
gives the time in days from March to October 2003, and the y axis the water amount in
mm. (b) As in Figure 7a, except for the budget of vertically-integrated tagged atmospheric
water originating from E in domain d, i.e., Wtagged_d, spatially averaged in domain d (equa-
tion (10)).
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the bottom than at the top of
the considered layer. There is
also an accumulation (disper-
sion) of qH by vertical transport
above (below) 8 km shown in
Figure 6c, as deep convective
updrafts displace qH from mid-
to upper levels, which signifi-
cantly contributes to the hydro-
meteors fallout mechanism. The
horizontal transport term has a
comparable contribution in the
budget of qH (see Figure 6b).
Also, this horizontal transport
occurs in both directions
between the inside and outside
of domain d, depending on
time and height, so that the
production and fallout of hydro-
meteors in this simulated West
African atmosphere is not
strictly a local process at the
100 3 100 km2 scale.

The budget of W in domain d
(see Figure 7a) is largely domi-
nated by the in- and outflow
terms. Accordingly, the contri-
bution of E in this budget is
almost negligible (see magenta
line with plus signs in Figure
7a), leading to a bbulk_d of about
0.9% for the simulated period
March–October 2003 (see Fig-
ure 8 and Table 2). Interestingly,
there is a general increase of
bbulk_d with respect to time for
the whole considered period,
especially at the monthly scale
(see Figure 8b), in association
with wetter soils and higher E at
the end of the wet season (see
magenta line with plus signs in
Figure 7b).
4.2.2. Tagged Water Vapor
and Hydrometeors Budget
Results
According to the budget of
qv_tagged_d (Figures 5e–5g),
evaporated water from domain
d is for a larger part transported
laterally outside of domain d in

the low levels (see negative values below 2 km in Figure 5f), and for a smaller part transported upward up
to the mid-levels (see elongated vertical strips of positive values up to 10 km in Figure 5g). The fact that the
horizontal transport term (Figure 5f) is mainly negative through the whole troposphere further confirms

Figure 8. (a) WRF-derived daily time series of the terms of equation (11) averaged in
domain d, i.e., the tagged precipitation ratio btagged_d, the bulk precipitation ratio bbulk_d,
the three additional terms quantifying the contribution of return flow (eI_d) and nonwell
vertical mixing (eO_d and eW_d) to regional precipitation recycling in domain d, and a resid-
ual term. Values of btagged_d, eO_d, eW_d and residual term are displayed only for daily precip-
itation greater than 0.1 mm d21. The x axis gives the time in days from March to October
2003, and the y axis the precipitation recycling ratio in %. (b) As in Figure 8a, except
monthly.
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that mid-upper tropospheric
qv_tagged_d mainly originates from
convective lifting inside domain d.
Weak positive values in this horizon-
tal transport term at 2–6 km still sug-
gest that a small part of tagged water
does return in domain d in the mid-
levels after convective lifting outside
of domain d, such as in the atmos-
pheric water pathway from Knoche
and Kunstmann [2013] (see section
4.1, Figures 3a and 3b, Figure 4). The
contribution of qv_tagged_d to the mid-

upper tropospheric production and fallout of hydrometeors is accordingly small (compare Figure 5d and
Figure 5h, Figures 6c–6e and Figures 6h–6j).

A btagged_d of about 1.2% is obtained for the simulated period March–October 2003 (see Figure 8), which is
slightly higher than the 0.9% obtained for bbulk_d (Table 2). There is indeed a small inflow of tagged water
(tagged water leaving the domain and coming back, see yellow solid line with diamonds in Figure 7b), so that
the assumption of no return flow from Sch€ar et al. [1999] is not strictly verified in this case. At the monthly
scale, btagged_d is characterized by larger time fluctuations in comparison to bbulk_d (Figure 8b). For August
2003, btagged_d is about 1.7%, while bbulk_d is about 1.1%. Our tagging result is close to that of Knoche and
Kunstmann [2013] who also obtained a btagged of 1.7% for a 160 3 250 km2 source area in August 1998 (we
recall that domain d has an area of 100 3 100 km2). At the daily scale, btagged_d displays oscillations between 0
and 4% (see dark blue solid line in Figure 8a), with highest values reached in August–September. bbulk_d does
not pick up these large daily variations (see magenta solid line with plus signs in Figure 8a). It is noted that
the definition of bbulk_d can provide a daily precipitation recycling ratio even for days without rain.

To conclude this section, a prerequisite condition for evaporated water to participate to the precipitation
process in domain d is that it is first lifted to the mid-levels. In this case, however, this lifting mainly occurs
on water vapor originating from E outside of domain d.
4.2.3. Effect of Nonwell Vertical Mixing and Return Flow
Differences between btagged_d and bbulk_d are related to the fact that the assumptions of no return flow and
well-vertical mixing are not strictly verified, leading nonnegligible contribution of eI_d, eO_d and eW_d in equa-
tion (11) at the daily and monthly scale (Figure 8), and for the period March–October 2003 (Table 2). The
large daily variations in btagged_d are mainly related to eO_d (compare dark blue solid line and red squares in
Figure 8a). The smaller contribution of eW_d at the daily scale almost completely vanishes at the monthly
scale (see light blue circles in Figures 8a and 8b). This is related to the fact that atmospheric moisture stor-
age has a small but nonnegligible contribution in the atmospheric moisture budget in domain d at the daily
scale, and a negligible one at the monthly scale. eI_d and eO_d are small in March and increase significantly
from April (see yellow diamonds and red squares in Figure 8), in coherence with the fact that vertical wind
shear conditions in West Africa during the wet season, i.e., southwesterlies in the low levels and easterlies in
the mid-levels, are in March not settled yet.

For the period March–October 2003, as shown in Table 2, the 1.2% of btagged_d is distributed in 71% of
bbulk_d, 13.2% of eI_d, 17.9% of eO_d, 0% of eW_d and 22.1% of the residual term (see equation (11)). Assuming
this residual term can be distributed to each of the right hand side terms in equation (11), the contribution
of return flow and nonwell vertically mixed outflow to regional precipitation recycling in domain d is about
13 and 17%, respectively.

5. Regional Precipitation Recycling Analysis at the 1000 3 1000 km2 scale

5.1. Qualitative Analysis
Regional precipitation recycling mechanisms in the 1000 3 1000 km2 domain D (see Figure 1) are investi-
gated with the WRF simulation using domain D as source region for E-tagging. Figures 9a and 9b display
the ratio qv_tagged_D/qv at 1 and 3 km altitude, respectively, averaged for July–August 2003. Figure 10

Table 2. As in Table 1, Except for the Terms of Equation (11) (First Column) Com-
puted for the Period March–October 2003 for Domain d (Second Column) and
for Domain D (Third Column)a

Domain d Domain D

btagged 1.23% 11.83%
bbulk 0.87% (71%) 7.33% (61.9%)
eI 0.16% (13.2%) 2.94% (24.8%)
eO 0.22% (17.9%) 1.61% (13.6%)
eW 0% (0%) 20.02% (20.2%)
Residual 20.03% (22.1%) 20.02% (20.1%)

aThe contribution of bbulk, eI, eO, eW and a residual term to the tagged precipi-
tation recycling ratio btagged is given in absolute value (in bold) and in relative
value (in parenthesis).
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displays vertical cross sections,
along the line (A-B) shown in
Figure 3, of qv_tagged_D/qv and
winds projected on the plan of
the cross section for a 24 h
period from 7 July 2003 09 UTC.
As tagged water vapor originat-
ing from E in domain d, tagged
water vapor originating from E
in domain D is also transported
northeastward in the low levels
by the oceanic monsoon flow,
and westward by the African
Easterly Jet (AEJ) in the mid-
levels (compare Figure 3a and
Figure 9a, Figure 3b and Figure
9b, Figure 4 and Figure 10).
Interestingly, the maxima of the
ratio qv_tagged_D/qv (qv_tagged_d/
qv) at 1 and 3 km altitude are
located inside (outside) of the
source region. Also, qv_tagged_D/
qv is generally larger than
qv_tagged_d/qv and display signifi-
cant values at higher altitudes
and enhanced nonwell vertical
mixing (compare Figure 4 and
Figure 10). It is indeed found
that convective lifting of water
vapour evaporating from
domain D occurs almost every
day (see supporting information
movie file displaying vertical
cross sections of Figure 10 for
the period July–August 2003). It
is striking to see that even in
the lowest levels above domain
d qv_tagged_d/qv does not reach
values as high as that reached
by qv_tagged_D/qv.

As a consequence of this scale
effect, a larger (smaller) part
of tagged precipitation from
domain D (d) is falling inside of
the source region in July–August
2003 (compare Figure 3c and
Figure 9c). Similar results have
been obtained for the other
months of the simulated wet
season (not shown).

5.2. Budget Analysis
Regional precipitation recycling mechanisms in domain D are quantified with the methods of section 3.
Note that the budget results for domain D, displayed in Figures 11–14 and Table 2, are visualized in the

Figure 9. As in Figure 3, except for (a,b) the ratio between the density of tagged water
vapor originating from E in domain D, i.e., qv_tagged_D, and the density of total water vapor
qv and (c) the ratio between the tagged precipitation originating from E in domain D, i.e.,
Ptagged_D, and total precipitation P. The black square shows the location of domain D.
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same manner as those previously discussed for domain d, displayed in Figures 5–8 and Table 2. As for the
budgets in domain d, the residual terms for the budgets in domain D are also small (partially shown).
5.2.1. Water Vapor and Hydrometeors Budget Results
One difference between the budgets in domains d and D is the weaker amplitude of the elongated vertical
strips in the time-height profiles of the tendency terms for domain D, suggesting that the spatial density of
deep convective updrafts in domain D is less than in domain d (compare Figure 5a and Figure 11a, Figure
6a and Figure 12a). Otherwise, the vertical profiles of the terms of the budgets of qv and qH in domain D

Figure 10. As in Figure 4, except for the ratio between the density of tagged water vapor originating from E in domain D, i.e., qv_tagged_D, and the density of total water vapor qv. The
grey shade below the horizontal axis gives the location of domain D.
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Figure 11. As in Figure 5, except for (a and b) the budget of the density of water vapor qv and (e–h) the density of tagged water vapor originating from E in domain D, i.e., qv_tagged_D,
spatially averaged in domain D.
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Figure 12. As in Figure 5, except for (a–e) the budget of the density of hydrometeors qH and (f–j) the density of tagged hydrometeors originating from E in domain D, i.e., qH_tagged_D,
spatially averaged in domain D.
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display similar features as those
in domain d. In particular, the
production of qH (destruction of
qv) in the mid-upper tropo-
sphere through water phase
changes (see negative values in
Figure 11d) is also counterbal-
anced by positive and negative
values in the tendency term
(compare Figure 11a and Figure
11d), positive values in the hori-
zontal transport term up to 6–
10 km, negative above (com-
pare Figure 11b and Figure
11d), and positive values in the
vertical transport term above
2 km (compare Figure 11c and
Figure 11d), in association with
deep convective updrafts. Con-
densed/deposited particles are
then mainly falling inside
domain D with a negligible con-
tribution of hydrometeors from
outside domain D (see Figures
12a–12e), so that at the 1000 3

1000 km2 scale the production
and fallout of hydrometeors can
be considered as a local process.

The budget of W (Figure 13) in
domain D is less dominated by
the in- and outflow terms as
that in domain d, these terms
being generally one order of
magnitude smaller in the case
of domain D (compare Figure
7a and Figure 13a). Accordingly,
the relative contribution of E in
domain D is higher, leading to a
bbulk_D of about 7.3% for the
simulated period March–Octo-
ber 2003 (see Figure 14 and
Table 2). The fact that bbulk_D is
larger in domain D than in
domain d is a well-known scale
effect [e.g., Trenberth, 1999, Van
der Ent and Savenije, 2011].
Moreover, in domain D there is
also a general increase of bbulk

with respect to time for the
whole considered period, espe-
cially at the monthly scale (see

Figure 14b), in association with wetter soils and higher E at the end of the wet season (see magenta line
with plus signs in Figures 13a and 13b).

Figure 13. As in Figure 7, except (a) for the budget of vertically-integrated tagged atmos-
pheric water W and (b) vertically-integrated tagged atmospheric water originating from E
in domain D, i.e., Wtagged_D, spatially averaged in domain D.
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5.2.2. Tagged Water Vapor
and Hydrometeors Budget
Results
The contribution of qv_tagged_D

and qH_tagged_D to the terms of
the budgets of qv and qH in
domain D is generally larger
than the contribution of
qv_tagged_d and qH_tagged_d to
the budgets of qv and qH in
domain d, although with a
similar time-height sign distri-
bution (compare Figures 5e–
5h and Figures 11e–11h, Fig-
ures 6f–6j and Figures 12f–
12j). Additionally, the weak
and intermittent positive layer
in the horizontal transport
term of the budget of
qv_tagged_D at 2–4 km is better
defined (compare Figure 5f
and Figure 11f). This particular
feature suggests that the
atmospheric water pathway
from Knoche and Kunstmann
[2013], i.e., tagged water
transported back to domain D
by the mid-level West African
easterlies after low level
northeasterly transport by the
oceanic monsoon flow and
convective lifting outside of
domain D, does play a larger
role in domain D, as compared
to that in domain d.

A btagged_D of about 11.8% is
obtained for the simulated
period March–October 2003
(see Figure 14 and Table 2),
which is significantly higher
than the 7.3% obtained for
bbulk_D (Table 2). There is
indeed a significant inflow of
tagged water (see yellow solid
line with diamonds in Figure
13b), a potential source of dis-
crepancy in the bulk method
[Sch€ar et al., 1999]. At the

monthly scale, btagged_D and bbulk_D are close in March, 4.7 and 4.5%, respectively, although btagged_D is
comparatively much higher in the following months (see Figure 14b). At the daily scale, btagged_D displays
oscillations between 3 and 21% that bbulk_D does not pick up (Figure 14a).
5.2.3. Effect of Nonwell Vertical Mixing and Return Flow
As for domain d (section 4.2.3), differences between btagged_D and bbulk_D in domain D are investigated with
equation (11) (Figure 14 and Table 2). eI_D, eO_D and eW_D all contribute significantly to the larger daily

Figure 14. As in Figure 8, except for the terms of equation (11) averaged in domain D, i.e.,
the tagged precipitation ratio btagged_D, the bulk precipitation ratio bbulk_D, the three addi-
tional terms quantifying the contribution of return flow (eI_D) and nonwell vertical mixing
(eO_D and eW_D) on regional precipitation recycling in domain D, and a residual term.
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variations in btagged_D (Figure 14a). Also, the contribution of eW_D at the daily scale almost completely van-
ishes at the monthly scale (see light blue circles in Figure 14b). In comparison to eI_d and eO_d, eI_D and eO_D

are relatively large in March (compare yellow diamonds and red squares in Figures 10 and 14). Domain D is
indeed closer to the Guinean coast, so that oceanic southwesterlies are more prone to increase vertical
wind shear condition in domain D in March as well. The positive contribution from eI_D is however counter-
balanced by a negative contribution from eO_D, leading to a bbulk_D relatively close to btagged_D for this
month. This means that the bulk and tagging methods give a similar precipitation ratio in this case, because
the nonverified assumptions in the bulk method, i.e., no return flow and well vertical mixing, give cancelling
errors.

For the period March–October 2003, as shown in Table 3, the 11.8% of btagged_D is distributed in 61.9% of
bbulk_D, 24.8% of eI_D, 13.6% of eO_D, 0% of eW_D and 20.1% of the residual term. Assuming this residual term
can be distributed to each of the right hand side terms in equation (11), the contribution of return flow and
nonwell vertically mixed outflow to regional precipitation recycling in domain D is about 25 and 14%,
respectively. The fact that eI_D has a larger contribution as compared to that of eI_d (see Table 2), and the rel-
atively small contribution of the residual term, further supports the conclusion that the atmospheric water
pathway from Knoche and Kunstmann [2013] does play a larger role in precipitation recycling in domain D,
as compared to that in domain d. This suggests that the well-known scale-dependency of regional precipita-
tion recycling [e.g., Trenberth, 1999; Van der Ent and Savenije, 2011], i.e., the larger the area the larger the
precipitation recycling ratio, is strengthened in West Africa due to this atmospheric pathway.

6. Summary and Conclusion

Two methods to quantify the atmospheric branch of the water cycle and regional precipitation recycling
have been implemented in the WRF model and tested for the West African region. First, the E-tagging
method of Knoche and Kunstmann [2013] has been adapted to the WRF modeling system, which provides
the so-called tagging precipitation recycling ratio btagged. Second, the budgets of total and tagged atmos-
pheric water vapor and hydrometeors have been added to the model, using a similar method as that of
Arnault [2013] for the budget of momentum, which allow quantifying atmospheric processes playing a role
in the production of simulated precipitation. These three-dimensional budgets are used to derive the
budget of bulk atmospheric moisture from Sch€ar et al. [1999] and write btagged as a function of the so-called
bulk precipitation recycling ratio bbulk, and three additional terms quantifying the effect of return flow and
nonwell vertical mixing (equation (11)).

A WRF simulation has been conducted for the wet season 2003 in West Africa, using a single domain at
10 km resolution and ERA-Interim reanalyzes for the initial and lateral boundary condition. Regional precipi-
tation recycling was investigated in a 100 3 100 km2 area around (11.58N 1.58S), i.e., domain d, and in a
1000 3 1000 km2 area centered on domain d, i.e., domain D. According to the budgets of water vapor and
hydrometeors, it was found that a prerequisite condition for evaporated water to participate to the precipi-
tation process in domain d and D was that it is lifted to the mid-levels.

The budgets of tagged water vapor and hydrometeors originating from domain d showed that locally
evaporated water was mainly transported outside of domain d in the low levels. Still, a small proportion was
transported upward within domain d through convective lifting, leading to a btagged_d of 1.2% for the whole
simulated period. The bulk method slightly underestimated this value, i.e., bbulk_d was about 0.9%, due to
the neglected contribution of outflow nonwell vertical mixing and return flow. This is in association with
low-level southwesterlies and mid-level easterlies prevailing in West Africa during the wet season. The
budgets of tagged water vapor and hydrometeors originating from domain D displayed similar features,
except with higher amplitudes. Accordingly, btagged_D was about 11.8% for the whole simulated period,
although bbulk_D was only 7.3%. This smaller value was associated with a relatively higher contribution of
return flow in the case of domain D, suggesting that the atmospheric pathway from Knoche and Kunstmann
[2013] strengthens the well-known scale-dependency of the regional precipitation recycling [e.g., Trenberth,
1999; Van der Ent and Savenije, 2011], i.e., the larger the area the larger the precipitation recycling ratio.

This model study confirms previous findings that local E in West Africa is not the dominant factor control-
ling local precipitation, even at the 1000 3 1000 km2 scale [e.g., Druyan and Koster, 1989; Knoche and Kunst-
mann, 2013]. Still, as in Kunstmann and Jung [2007], regional precipitation recycling was found to increase
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with E (i.e., increase of soil moisture), suggesting some potential impact of land management on West Afri-
can precipitation. As shown by Goessling and Reick [2011] in a global numerical experiment, changes in E at
a sufficiently large scale also have the potential to affect the atmospheric circulation, and precipitation in
this case is much more sensitive to E-induced changes in the atmospheric circulation than to changes in E
itself. The role of land surface changes on the atmospheric circulation should therefore be further investi-
gated in order to better assess the potential impact of land management on West African precipitation
[e.g., Hagos et al., 2014; Im et al., 2014].

The newly developed E-tagging and budget methods within WRF are general enough to quantify the
impact of land surface changes on such precipitation-related atmospheric dynamic mechanisms. These
methods can be used to quantify and further understand the atmospheric part of land-atmosphere feed-
back mechanisms for different spatial and temporal scales and for different climate regions worldwide.
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